
This is Harry.   

Nothing ever really happened 
to his comfortable  existence. 

Then suddenly something 
extraordinary happened to him. 

He realised he had got old.  
Now he should have realised that this would happen to 
him.  But in his sort of middle minded approach it 
simply had not occurred to him.  Retirement had been 
openly approaching Harry for forty years.  He simply 
didn’t notice.    Suddenly he was  

 



Of course if that 
was all there was to it then Harry would live happily 
ever after and this would be a very short story.  But 
letting something big and dangerous creep up to you 
over a period of forty years without thinking about it 
carries consequences.  Harry would have to suffer.  Who 
better to make him suffer than his family.  

 



 

 

 

I can play golf, write I can play golf, write I can play golf, write I can play golf, write 
my auto biography, my auto biography, my auto biography, my auto biography, 
and take up painting.and take up painting.and take up painting.and take up painting.    

Wonderful, he can Wonderful, he can Wonderful, he can Wonderful, he can 
clean the gutters, clean the gutters, clean the gutters, clean the gutters, 
and paint the and paint the and paint the and paint the 
bedroom.bedroom.bedroom.bedroom.    

He can He can He can He can 
babysitbabysitbabysitbabysit    

Walkies Walkies Walkies Walkies     

Trips to the ZooTrips to the ZooTrips to the ZooTrips to the Zoo    



Gone is the family greyhound.  The breed is known 
for being really stupid.  Gone was especially  stupid.  
But even Gone knew about Harry’s impending 

retirement and had trips to the 
local park already booked in. 

So Harry started his retirement 
years with a quarrel with every 
one that he held near and dear.  
But there were other problems for 
Harry.  He had worked for an 
airline.  This meant that he could 
get free or very cheap travel 
anywhere in the world.  

 



 

 

He would travel to exotic places.  There he met 
exotic people.  Sometimes Harriette, his daughter,  
would join him.   

In short his job gave him an income, it gave him 
status, it boosted his ego, it kept him in touch with a 
network of people, it gave him a reason to get up in the 
mornings,  it kept him in touch with younger people.  
In short it gave him a place in the world.  Suddenly 
all was lost.   

 



 

 

 

                                                                                 

  

 

 

 

 



Being a middling sort of man there was only one 
proper response.  

 

Now you can only panic so long.  After two months in 
panic mode Harry calmed down enough to seek help.  
He realised he needed to take advice.  He looked 
around him for a role model.  There were two 
immediately next door.  Penny Superstar was old.  He 
didn’t know her very well.  She seemed to be away a lot 
of the time.  By chance his panic had calmed down just 
at the time when Penny was returning from one of her 
trips.  So he spoke to her about how she managed. 

 



 

    

    

    

Well after I won the London Marathon super veteran class, I wrote a book on Well after I won the London Marathon super veteran class, I wrote a book on Well after I won the London Marathon super veteran class, I wrote a book on Well after I won the London Marathon super veteran class, I wrote a book on 
how to keep fit in your elder years.  This turned out to be a best seller.  I used how to keep fit in your elder years.  This turned out to be a best seller.  I used how to keep fit in your elder years.  This turned out to be a best seller.  I used how to keep fit in your elder years.  This turned out to be a best seller.  I used 
the money to go on a round the world trip.  Wrote another best seller about the money to go on a round the world trip.  Wrote another best seller about the money to go on a round the world trip.  Wrote another best seller about the money to go on a round the world trip.  Wrote another best seller about 
that.  I now write abthat.  I now write abthat.  I now write abthat.  I now write about adventure travel for those of mature years.     There out adventure travel for those of mature years.     There out adventure travel for those of mature years.     There out adventure travel for those of mature years.     There 
is a downside of course, my marathon times have dropped a bit. is a downside of course, my marathon times have dropped a bit. is a downside of course, my marathon times have dropped a bit. is a downside of course, my marathon times have dropped a bit.     



 

 

Retirement means that Retirement means that Retirement means that Retirement means that for the first time since I for the first time since I for the first time since I for the first time since I 
was five was five was five was five     my time is my own.  I can do what I my time is my own.  I can do what I my time is my own.  I can do what I my time is my own.  I can do what I 
want when I want and where I want.  It is want when I want and where I want.  It is want when I want and where I want.  It is want when I want and where I want.  It is 
fabulous.  I have nothing to prove to anyone.  fabulous.  I have nothing to prove to anyone.  fabulous.  I have nothing to prove to anyone.  fabulous.  I have nothing to prove to anyone.  I I I I 
am free.   am free.   am free.   am free.       

Initially I panicked.  I looked in the mirror Initially I panicked.  I looked in the mirror Initially I panicked.  I looked in the mirror Initially I panicked.  I looked in the mirror 
and saw my mother.  and saw my mother.  and saw my mother.  and saw my mother.      

Then I thought, I love my mother so it can’t be Then I thought, I love my mother so it can’t be Then I thought, I love my mother so it can’t be Then I thought, I love my mother so it can’t be 
too bad.  too bad.  too bad.  too bad.      



Penny’s 6 priorities  

 a   

 

Self Esteem 

If you have 

high self 

esteem, you are 

fun to be with, 

you have 

enthusiasm,  

It has been 

shown that 

high self 

esteem boosts 

your immune 

system. 

 

Activities 

We all need some reason for 

getting out of bed.   We need 

things to do fill up the day.  

These help us meet people.  

These should exercise brain 

and body. 

Physical Exercise 

At least three times a week, 

work your body.  This makes 

you feel good boosts your 

immune system, keeps you 

healthy and mobile. 



 

 

 

  

Health 

A pain-free old age enables 

you to do activities, enjoy 

life, get out and meet people  

activities and so on. 

Money 

Most people have 

poor pensions.  

Access to money 

makes travel, an 

occasional treat, 

or house repairs 

possible. 

Networks 

Human beings are social 

animals.  We are not  happy 

or healthy if we are isolated. 

 



 

 

 

Running keeps me Running keeps me Running keeps me Running keeps me 
fit, boosts my ego, fit, boosts my ego, fit, boosts my ego, fit, boosts my ego, 
reminds me that the reminds me that the reminds me that the reminds me that the 
planet is beautiful, planet is beautiful, planet is beautiful, planet is beautiful, 
makes me feel good, makes me feel good, makes me feel good, makes me feel good, 
keeps me healthy.keeps me healthy.keeps me healthy.keeps me healthy.    

I can I can I can I can take take take take 
photographs to sell as photographs to sell as photographs to sell as photographs to sell as 
postcards or exhibit postcards or exhibit postcards or exhibit postcards or exhibit 
or put in my book.or put in my book.or put in my book.or put in my book.    



 

Volunteering helps you meet Volunteering helps you meet Volunteering helps you meet Volunteering helps you meet 
people, contributes to society, people, contributes to society, people, contributes to society, people, contributes to society, 
gets you an occasional bargain, gets you an occasional bargain, gets you an occasional bargain, gets you an occasional bargain, 
keeps you active, helps you keep keeps you active, helps you keep keeps you active, helps you keep keeps you active, helps you keep 
up with the local gossip and so up with the local gossip and so up with the local gossip and so up with the local gossip and so 
much more.much more.much more.much more.    

I went in there.  I said I went in there.  I said I went in there.  I said I went in there.  I said I am I am I am I am 
aged help me.aged help me.aged help me.aged help me.        They said it They said it They said it They said it 
doesn’t work like that.  doesn’t work like that.  doesn’t work like that.  doesn’t work like that.      



But even Penny recognised that there were things that But even Penny recognised that there were things that But even Penny recognised that there were things that But even Penny recognised that there were things that 
she she she she could no longer do.could no longer do.could no longer do.could no longer do.    

    



Now Harry couldNow Harry couldNow Harry couldNow Harry could    have been inspiredhave been inspiredhave been inspiredhave been inspired    by Pennyby Pennyby Pennyby Penny.  He .  He .  He .  He 
could have started trainingcould have started trainingcould have started trainingcould have started training, he could have started , he could have started , he could have started , he could have started 
writing, but he didn’t.writing, but he didn’t.writing, but he didn’t.writing, but he didn’t.        SSSShhhhe e e e had depressed him.  He had depressed him.  He had depressed him.  He had depressed him.  He wwwwaaaassss    
miserablemiserablemiserablemiserable.  .  .  .  He took to his bed.He took to his bed.He took to his bed.He took to his bed.

    

The problem of doing nothing is that The problem of doing nothing is that The problem of doing nothing is that The problem of doing nothing is that 
you have no way of knowing when you you have no way of knowing when you you have no way of knowing when you you have no way of knowing when you 
have finishedhave finishedhave finishedhave finished    



Now just as it is impossible to panic for months on endNow just as it is impossible to panic for months on endNow just as it is impossible to panic for months on endNow just as it is impossible to panic for months on end....        
It is impossible to lie in bed for months on end.  Well, It is impossible to lie in bed for months on end.  Well, It is impossible to lie in bed for months on end.  Well, It is impossible to lie in bed for months on end.  Well, 
for a man like Harry it is impossible.for a man like Harry it is impossible.for a man like Harry it is impossible.for a man like Harry it is impossible.        So Harry So Harry So Harry So Harry looked looked looked looked 
for a different role model.  He thought about Penny’s for a different role model.  He thought about Penny’s for a different role model.  He thought about Penny’s for a different role model.  He thought about Penny’s 
brother Doug Dodger.  Even though he was distinctly brother Doug Dodger.  Even though he was distinctly brother Doug Dodger.  Even though he was distinctly brother Doug Dodger.  Even though he was distinctly 
oooonnnn    tttthhhheeee    uuuunnnnddddeeeerrrr    aaaacccchhhhiiiieeeevvvviiiinnnngggg    eeeennnndddd    ooooffff    tttthhhheeee    ssssppppeeeeccccttttrrrruuuummmm,,,,    hhhheeee    sssseeeeeeeemmmmeeeedddd    
a happy man.  a happy man.  a happy man.  a happy man.      

Harry remembered when he first met Harry remembered when he first met Harry remembered when he first met Harry remembered when he first met old Doug and old Doug and old Doug and old Doug and 
young Jimyoung Jimyoung Jimyoung Jim    

    

    

    



 

 

I was I was I was I was really silly I left really silly I left really silly I left really silly I left 
my keys in the fridgemy keys in the fridgemy keys in the fridgemy keys in the fridge    I left my keys in the I left my keys in the I left my keys in the I left my keys in the 

fridge, I must be fridge, I must be fridge, I must be fridge, I must be 
going senilegoing senilegoing senilegoing senile    

What are keys?What are keys?What are keys?What are keys?    



 

 
             

But But But But little known to Harry, little known to Harry, little known to Harry, little known to Harry, 
Doug was extremely Doug was extremely Doug was extremely Doug was extremely 
devious.  His major devious.  His major devious.  His major devious.  His major 
activity was making jokes activity was making jokes activity was making jokes activity was making jokes 
at the expense of those at the expense of those at the expense of those at the expense of those 
younger than him.  And younger than him.  And younger than him.  And younger than him.  And 
to be frank that means to be frank that means to be frank that means to be frank that means 
most of the people on the most of the people on the most of the people on the most of the people on the 
planet.planet.planet.planet.  

 

If they think I do not know what keys are, If they think I do not know what keys are, If they think I do not know what keys are, If they think I do not know what keys are, 
there is no way that they will expect me to there is no way that they will expect me to there is no way that they will expect me to there is no way that they will expect me to 
stand my round in the pub.stand my round in the pub.stand my round in the pub.stand my round in the pub.    



    

    

 

 

Doug believes that every 
disability excuses him 
from some unpleasant 
labour. 

 

 

I would fill in those forms, but my I would fill in those forms, but my I would fill in those forms, but my I would fill in those forms, but my 
eyes are not really eyes are not really eyes are not really eyes are not really good enough.good enough.good enough.good enough.    



             

       

    

 

The alternativeThe alternativeThe alternativeThe alternative    

Getting old means that Getting old means that Getting old means that Getting old means that 
your faculties fail, your your faculties fail, your your faculties fail, your your faculties fail, your 
body gets weaker and you body gets weaker and you body gets weaker and you body gets weaker and you 
get uglier and uglier.get uglier and uglier.get uglier and uglier.get uglier and uglier.    

There is only one thing There is only one thing There is only one thing There is only one thing 
worse than getting old.   worse than getting old.   worse than getting old.   worse than getting old.       



It is true that our bodies fail.  The real crime is not to 
use the technology that could help.  

                

What?What?What?What?    

If you say “what did you say” one more time I If you say “what did you say” one more time I If you say “what did you say” one more time I If you say “what did you say” one more time I 
will take this unopened hearing aid and shove will take this unopened hearing aid and shove will take this unopened hearing aid and shove will take this unopened hearing aid and shove 
it up your arseit up your arseit up your arseit up your arse    



 

For the last time, I do not need glasses.For the last time, I do not need glasses.For the last time, I do not need glasses.For the last time, I do not need glasses.    



 

 

 

 

First glance at the mirror in the First glance at the mirror in the First glance at the mirror in the First glance at the mirror in the 
morning, I see the real me.morning, I see the real me.morning, I see the real me.morning, I see the real me.    

Then my eyes Then my eyes Then my eyes Then my eyes 
focusfocusfocusfocus    



And time seems to pass so quickly

 

I am sure it was I am sure it was I am sure it was I am sure it was 
midsummer midsummer midsummer midsummer yesterday.yesterday.yesterday.yesterday.    



 

On Physical exercise Doug disagrees with Penny.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

I am pushing eighty.  That is I am pushing eighty.  That is I am pushing eighty.  That is I am pushing eighty.  That is 
enough exercise for me.  I really enough exercise for me.  I really enough exercise for me.  I really enough exercise for me.  I really 
don’t want to play rugby.don’t want to play rugby.don’t want to play rugby.don’t want to play rugby.    



 

I would love to do the I would love to do the I would love to do the I would love to do the digging in the garden, digging in the garden, digging in the garden, digging in the garden, 
but unfortunately my back would kill me.but unfortunately my back would kill me.but unfortunately my back would kill me.but unfortunately my back would kill me.    

If there is a job to do, I have an If there is a job to do, I have an If there is a job to do, I have an If there is a job to do, I have an 
ailment that prevents me doing it.ailment that prevents me doing it.ailment that prevents me doing it.ailment that prevents me doing it.    



As you grow older your attitude to the scenery changes. 

 

                

Turn left at the Turn left at the Turn left at the Turn left at the Frog and ParrotFrog and ParrotFrog and ParrotFrog and Parrot, go past the , go past the , go past the , go past the White White White White 
LionLionLionLion.  The City Hall is opposite .  The City Hall is opposite .  The City Hall is opposite .  The City Hall is opposite The GreyhoundThe GreyhoundThe GreyhoundThe Greyhound    



 

              

Turn left at the end of the road.  Go two hundred Turn left at the end of the road.  Go two hundred Turn left at the end of the road.  Go two hundred Turn left at the end of the road.  Go two hundred 
yard to the public conveniences.  Do a U turn, come yard to the public conveniences.  Do a U turn, come yard to the public conveniences.  Do a U turn, come yard to the public conveniences.  Do a U turn, come 
back one hundred yards and it is on the left.back one hundred yards and it is on the left.back one hundred yards and it is on the left.back one hundred yards and it is on the left.    



 

 

 

 Doug had been given two books for 
Christmas.  They were called “Healthy Joints for the 
Elderly” and “Grow Your Own Pot Plants” Now he had 
never really been one for actually reading much 
beyond the titles.  But the titles alone intrigued him.  
So he decided to go for it.   

As you get older your As you get older your As you get older your As you get older your prostate expands and your prostate expands and your prostate expands and your prostate expands and your 
bowel muscles weaken.  You can plan your bowel muscles weaken.  You can plan your bowel muscles weaken.  You can plan your bowel muscles weaken.  You can plan your 
activities limited by distance to loos, or you can activities limited by distance to loos, or you can activities limited by distance to loos, or you can activities limited by distance to loos, or you can 
accept that accidents will happen.  You can accept that accidents will happen.  You can accept that accidents will happen.  You can accept that accidents will happen.  You can 
change to a high fibre diet.  Adult incontinence change to a high fibre diet.  Adult incontinence change to a high fibre diet.  Adult incontinence change to a high fibre diet.  Adult incontinence 
pads exist.  You can take spare clothes, you pads exist.  You can take spare clothes, you pads exist.  You can take spare clothes, you pads exist.  You can take spare clothes, you can can can can 
get medical help.get medical help.get medical help.get medical help.    

But you must never trust a fart if you are over 65But you must never trust a fart if you are over 65But you must never trust a fart if you are over 65But you must never trust a fart if you are over 65    



 

It kept him active, and 
turned into a steady 
little earner.  He 
became really good at 
it. His bank account 
looked wonderful for 
the first time in his 
life. Much of the 
neighbourhood’s 
young people would 
come round for chats 
and cuttings. He was 
even voted the most 

“with it” pensioner in the local college magazine. 

Indoor gardening is Indoor gardening is Indoor gardening is Indoor gardening is 
interesting, easy and can even interesting, easy and can even interesting, easy and can even interesting, easy and can even 
supplement your income.supplement your income.supplement your income.supplement your income.    



 

It was a wonderful time.  Unfortunately he had a visit 
from two very dodgy characters.  They muttered 
something about undercutting the trade, and 
flooding the market and other stuff.  He then had 
another much more serious visit from the local law. 

He told them about how any trial would be a big 
strain on his heart, and that, at his age, any time in 
clink would be a life sentence.  He told them to take 
pity on an old frail and helpless man.  He even tried 
the  “where am I” senile strategy.  but none of it 
worked.  It looked as though this time He was really for 
it.  It was Penny  who saved him.  



                

          

Well it is you, young Peter Well it is you, young Peter Well it is you, young Peter Well it is you, young Peter 
Smitherhurst.   I remember you Smitherhurst.   I remember you Smitherhurst.   I remember you Smitherhurst.   I remember you 
when you were being bullied by when you were being bullied by when you were being bullied by when you were being bullied by 
RogerRogerRogerRoger    Dawkins.Dawkins.Dawkins.Dawkins.    

You used to wet your pants with You used to wet your pants with You used to wet your pants with You used to wet your pants with 
fefefefear, and stay hiding in the ar, and stay hiding in the ar, and stay hiding in the ar, and stay hiding in the 
boys’ boys’ boys’ boys’ toilets after school in an toilets after school in an toilets after school in an toilets after school in an 
attempt to avoid him.attempt to avoid him.attempt to avoid him.attempt to avoid him.    

Well I soon sorted that out.  Well I soon sorted that out.  Well I soon sorted that out.  Well I soon sorted that out.      

Now about Doug’s activities.  I Now about Doug’s activities.  I Now about Doug’s activities.  I Now about Doug’s activities.  I 
have told him off severely.  He have told him off severely.  He have told him off severely.  He have told him off severely.  He 
will not dare to do that again.  will not dare to do that again.  will not dare to do that again.  will not dare to do that again.      

NNNNow let’s forget all about ow let’s forget all about ow let’s forget all about ow let’s forget all about 
unpleasant things.  Let me put unpleasant things.  Let me put unpleasant things.  Let me put unpleasant things.  Let me put 
the kettle on and you can tell the kettle on and you can tell the kettle on and you can tell the kettle on and you can tell 
me all about how you got that me all about how you got that me all about how you got that me all about how you got that 
very handsome uniform with very handsome uniform with very handsome uniform with very handsome uniform with 
the pretty star on the shoulder.the pretty star on the shoulder.the pretty star on the shoulder.the pretty star on the shoulder.    

Is it white with no sugar?Is it white with no sugar?Is it white with no sugar?Is it white with no sugar?    



 

                                                         

                                           

 

The thought of Doug being senile in the dock and 
Penny threatening to show an image of him as a little 
boy wetting his pants proved too much for the 
inspector. 

He got them both to swear on oath that they wouldn’t 
grow the stuff anymore and a written caution.  And 
that was the end of that. 



 

Doug believes it is very important to go on excursions 
with others.  It  is fun, 
it keeps us active, 
builds our networks 
and gives us a place 
in the world. 

 

 

 



  

 

Nationalise                          

the Banks 

Nationalise 

the Banks 

Nationalise                          

the Banks 



 

 

Harry decided to talk to Doug about alternative 
activities. 

 

Doug used to play golf.  In his prime he could 
knock a golf ball over the pine tree in the centre of the 
course.  A fact that he relates with great pleasure to all 
the younger players. 

 

 



 

 

OOOOffff    ccccoooouuuurrrrsssseeee    wwwwhhhheeeennnn    
Doug did it, the tree was only a Doug did it, the tree was only a Doug did it, the tree was only a Doug did it, the tree was only a metermetermetermeter    high.high.high.high.    

I give up.  I will never get I give up.  I will never get I give up.  I will never get I give up.  I will never get 
it over the tree.  Are you it over the tree.  Are you it over the tree.  Are you it over the tree.  Are you 
sure you used to be able sure you used to be able sure you used to be able sure you used to be able 
totototo    do it?do it?do it?do it?    



    
    

HHHHow to keep an ow to keep an ow to keep an ow to keep an 
idiot in idiot in idiot in idiot in 
suspense?suspense?suspense?suspense?    

I don’t know, how I don’t know, how I don’t know, how I don’t know, how 
do you keep an idiot do you keep an idiot do you keep an idiot do you keep an idiot 
in suspensein suspensein suspensein suspense    

I will tell you next week.?I will tell you next week.?I will tell you next week.?I will tell you next week.?    



    

Hip, knee  and ankle Hip, knee  and ankle Hip, knee  and ankle Hip, knee  and ankle 
replacements  are replacements  are replacements  are replacements  are 
becoming routine.  becoming routine.  becoming routine.  becoming routine.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Never argue with the Never argue with the Never argue with the Never argue with the 
surgeonsurgeonsurgeonsurgeon    



But there are plenty of other activities to try or 
perhaps avoid.  Doug tells of the sad tale of Peter 
Ridefast. 

 

 



And Harry responds with the sadder tale of Michael 
Houserobber. 

 

 

 

So you were burgling a house.  You saw a So you were burgling a house.  You saw a So you were burgling a house.  You saw a So you were burgling a house.  You saw a 
sign saying ‘sign saying ‘sign saying ‘sign saying ‘Jesus Jesus Jesus Jesus is watching you’is watching you’is watching you’is watching you’    and and and and 
youyouyouyou    decided to give up burglary.decided to give up burglary.decided to give up burglary.decided to give up burglary.    

Well not quite.  It turns out Well not quite.  It turns out Well not quite.  It turns out Well not quite.  It turns out 
that ‘Jesus’ is the name of that ‘Jesus’ is the name of that ‘Jesus’ is the name of that ‘Jesus’ is the name of 
the the the the         Rottweiler.Rottweiler.Rottweiler.Rottweiler.    



Hello can anyone hear me?Hello can anyone hear me?Hello can anyone hear me?Hello can anyone hear me?    

HelloHelloHelloHello    

Penny tells them about poor Barbara Tangleleg.  
Normally Yoga is wonderful for old people.  It keeps us 
agile and strong.  It makes us feel positive about our 
bodies.  It provides a 
network of friends.   It stops 
us feeling isolated and 
forces us out of the house. 

But Barbara was always 
a bit of an over achiever.  
She decided that she would 
do one last exercise after the 
rest of the class had gone 
home. 



 

Doug finds that looking after dogs is a useful 
activity.  It gets him into the open air.  It gives him 
useful exercise, gets him out of the house, he gets to 
meet people, and sometimes they even give him a bit of 
money for doing it. 

 

Doug discovers 
why the dog is 
called Gone. 

 

She is no trouble while She is no trouble while She is no trouble while She is no trouble while 
ever she is on the lead.ever she is on the lead.ever she is on the lead.ever she is on the lead.    



 

 

I want you to throw me over I want you to throw me over I want you to throw me over I want you to throw me over 
your shoulder, carry me your shoulder, carry me your shoulder, carry me your shoulder, carry me 
upstairs and ravish me.upstairs and ravish me.upstairs and ravish me.upstairs and ravish me.    

Well I can managWell I can managWell I can managWell I can manage any one of e any one of e any one of e any one of 
them.     them.     them.     them.     I I I I think all three might be think all three might be think all three might be think all three might be 
a bit mucha bit mucha bit mucha bit much    

    On Now 
Steamy sex in 

the afternoon 



 

 

Well George, you have Well George, you have Well George, you have Well George, you have 
phoned me, your ex wife phoned me, your ex wife phoned me, your ex wife phoned me, your ex wife 
to tell me that you have a to tell me that you have a to tell me that you have a to tell me that you have a 
twenty year old twenty year old twenty year old twenty year old 
girlfriend.  All I can say girlfriend.  All I can say girlfriend.  All I can say girlfriend.  All I can say 
is I already have a twenty is I already have a twenty is I already have a twenty is I already have a twenty 
year old boyfriend.  And year old boyfriend.  And year old boyfriend.  And year old boyfriend.  And 
20 goes into 60 a lot more 20 goes into 60 a lot more 20 goes into 60 a lot more 20 goes into 60 a lot more 
times than 60 goes into times than 60 goes into times than 60 goes into times than 60 goes into 
20.20.20.20.    



 

 

               

 

Males of my generation are not Males of my generation are not Males of my generation are not Males of my generation are not 
allowed to cry, and we think going to allowed to cry, and we think going to allowed to cry, and we think going to allowed to cry, and we think going to 
a doctor is a major character flaw. a doctor is a major character flaw. a doctor is a major character flaw. a doctor is a major character flaw.     

This meanThis meanThis meanThis means that something has to s that something has to s that something has to s that something has to 
happen before we respond.happen before we respond.happen before we respond.happen before we respond.    

Don’t worry Don’t worry Don’t worry Don’t worry 
Doug.  You Doug.  You Doug.  You Doug.  You 
collapsed.  collapsed.  collapsed.  collapsed.  
We have We have We have We have 
called the called the called the called the 
ambulance.ambulance.ambulance.ambulance.    



               

 

There is good news and bad news.  The good There is good news and bad news.  The good There is good news and bad news.  The good There is good news and bad news.  The good 
news is that you are not a hypochondriac.news is that you are not a hypochondriac.news is that you are not a hypochondriac.news is that you are not a hypochondriac.    



 

 

  

He looked at the young people taking silly risks and 
making silly comments. 

If I’dIf I’dIf I’dIf I’d    known I would be in this known I would be in this known I would be in this known I would be in this 
body for so long I would have body for so long I would have body for so long I would have body for so long I would have 
taken better care of it.taken better care of it.taken better care of it.taken better care of it.    



 

 

 

Go on have a fag.  After all Go on have a fag.  After all Go on have a fag.  After all Go on have a fag.  After all 
who wants to live to be 100who wants to live to be 100who wants to live to be 100who wants to live to be 100    

Actually, anyone who is 99Actually, anyone who is 99Actually, anyone who is 99Actually, anyone who is 99    



 

So Harry decided to visit his doctor. 

 

WWWWell Mr Flywrite you are in not a bad ell Mr Flywrite you are in not a bad ell Mr Flywrite you are in not a bad ell Mr Flywrite you are in not a bad 
state of health for a 65 year old.state of health for a 65 year old.state of health for a 65 year old.state of health for a 65 year old.    

    But I am only 55But I am only 55But I am only 55But I am only 55    



 

 

 

The best thing you can do is give The best thing you can do is give The best thing you can do is give The best thing you can do is give 
up sex, alcohol, and rich foods.up sex, alcohol, and rich foods.up sex, alcohol, and rich foods.up sex, alcohol, and rich foods.    

And the second best?And the second best?And the second best?And the second best?    



Doug developed a number of survival strategies. 

 

I agree we doctors I agree we doctors I agree we doctors I agree we doctors 
should shout less, should shout less, should shout less, should shout less, 
listen more, and listen more, and listen more, and listen more, and 
treat our elderly treat our elderly treat our elderly treat our elderly 
patients with more patients with more patients with more patients with more 
respect.respect.respect.respect.    



 

Hello, my name is Dr Michael Dodger.  I Hello, my name is Dr Michael Dodger.  I Hello, my name is Dr Michael Dodger.  I Hello, my name is Dr Michael Dodger.  I 
am the son of Mr Douglas Dodger.  I am the son of Mr Douglas Dodger.  I am the son of Mr Douglas Dodger.  I am the son of Mr Douglas Dodger.  I 
would like to know exactly what is would like to know exactly what is would like to know exactly what is would like to know exactly what is 
wrong withwrong withwrong withwrong with    him and what are the him and what are the him and what are the him and what are the 
alternative treatments?  And I want to alternative treatments?  And I want to alternative treatments?  And I want to alternative treatments?  And I want to 
know now!know now!know now!know now!    

I shouldn’t have I shouldn’t have I shouldn’t have I shouldn’t have 
to be doing this.to be doing this.to be doing this.to be doing this.    



 

The letter you wrote says The letter you wrote says The letter you wrote says The letter you wrote says 
““““I deeply regret having I deeply regret having I deeply regret having I deeply regret having 
thrown urine over you.  thrown urine over you.  thrown urine over you.  thrown urine over you.  
It was a spontaneous  It was a spontaneous  It was a spontaneous  It was a spontaneous  
protest about being protest about being protest about being protest about being 
constantly patronised. “constantly patronised. “constantly patronised. “constantly patronised. “    

But who is it addressed But who is it addressed But who is it addressed But who is it addressed 
to?  to?  to?  to?      

I haven’t decided yet.I haven’t decided yet.I haven’t decided yet.I haven’t decided yet.    



                                                        

 

 Penny 
also develops 
ways of 
defending 
herself. 

 

 

 

 

Now we are not going to hurt each Now we are not going to hurt each Now we are not going to hurt each Now we are not going to hurt each 
other are we?other are we?other are we?other are we?    



But even at the worst of times  Doug kept his sense 
of humour and it is never too late to make a new 
friend. 

 

No ideaNo ideaNo ideaNo idea    

CorrectCorrectCorrectCorrect    

What do you call a blind doe?What do you call a blind doe?What do you call a blind doe?What do you call a blind doe?    



 

 

I wish I was 60 againI wish I was 60 againI wish I was 60 againI wish I was 60 again    



While visiting Doug Harry noticed that an old 
workmate, Scabby Snivelhurst was in hospital.  So he 
visited him. 

 

 

But you have always hated trade unions.  You crossed But you have always hated trade unions.  You crossed But you have always hated trade unions.  You crossed But you have always hated trade unions.  You crossed 
picket lines, and worked overtime during work to rules.  picket lines, and worked overtime during work to rules.  picket lines, and worked overtime during work to rules.  picket lines, and worked overtime during work to rules.  
Why do you want trade Why do you want trade Why do you want trade Why do you want trade unionists to carry your coffin?unionists to carry your coffin?unionists to carry your coffin?unionists to carry your coffin?    

Well they carried me all Well they carried me all Well they carried me all Well they carried me all 
through my life.  They may as through my life.  They may as through my life.  They may as through my life.  They may as 
well carry me to the grave.well carry me to the grave.well carry me to the grave.well carry me to the grave.    



In another ward he heard 

 

Years ago, you gave me power of attorney.  I have decided to Years ago, you gave me power of attorney.  I have decided to Years ago, you gave me power of attorney.  I have decided to Years ago, you gave me power of attorney.  I have decided to 
exercise those powers and switch off your life support.  exercise those powers and switch off your life support.  exercise those powers and switch off your life support.  exercise those powers and switch off your life support.      

But I am only in for a boil.  But I am only in for a boil.  But I am only in for a boil.  But I am only in for a boil.      



 

I used to think I was ill so I get depressed.  I used to think I was ill so I get depressed.  I used to think I was ill so I get depressed.  I used to think I was ill so I get depressed.  
The Dr said that if I had The Dr said that if I had The Dr said that if I had The Dr said that if I had had a positive had a positive had a positive had a positive 
attitude to life I would have had more attitude to life I would have had more attitude to life I would have had more attitude to life I would have had more 
resistance to illness.  Since learning that, resistance to illness.  Since learning that, resistance to illness.  Since learning that, resistance to illness.  Since learning that, 
I feel even worse.I feel even worse.I feel even worse.I feel even worse.    



 

 

 

 

I am very sorry I I am very sorry I I am very sorry I I am very sorry I 
have to tell you.  have to tell you.  have to tell you.  have to tell you.  
You have cancerYou have cancerYou have cancerYou have cancer    

You also have You also have You also have You also have 
Alzheimer’sAlzheimer’sAlzheimer’sAlzheimer’s    

It could be worse, It could be worse, It could be worse, It could be worse, 
you could have you could have you could have you could have 
said I have said I have said I have said I have cancer.cancer.cancer.cancer.    

I  just might have wanted I  just might have wanted I  just might have wanted I  just might have wanted 
a bit more Alzheimer’s a bit more Alzheimer’s a bit more Alzheimer’s a bit more Alzheimer’s 
and a little less cancerand a little less cancerand a little less cancerand a little less cancer    



 

 

Not yet you bastardNot yet you bastardNot yet you bastardNot yet you bastard    



 

 

He was so easy going.  In his whole life there was He was so easy going.  In his whole life there was He was so easy going.  In his whole life there was He was so easy going.  In his whole life there was 
only one thing that made his blood boil.only one thing that made his blood boil.only one thing that made his blood boil.only one thing that made his blood boil.    

The crematoriumThe crematoriumThe crematoriumThe crematorium    



 

So Harry looked up Bert a workmate to get further  
ideas  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

The financial The financial The financial The financial advisor was brilliant.  You can spend all your advisor was brilliant.  You can spend all your advisor was brilliant.  You can spend all your advisor was brilliant.  You can spend all your 
retirement money in a splash, put it into bonds and live off the retirement money in a splash, put it into bonds and live off the retirement money in a splash, put it into bonds and live off the retirement money in a splash, put it into bonds and live off the 
income or a mix.  But he couldn’t answer the key questionincome or a mix.  But he couldn’t answer the key questionincome or a mix.  But he couldn’t answer the key questionincome or a mix.  But he couldn’t answer the key question    

What is that then?What is that then?What is that then?What is that then?    

When am I going to die.?When am I going to die.?When am I going to die.?When am I going to die.?    



 

 

           

To avoid inheritance tax, I gave my house to my daughter.  To avoid inheritance tax, I gave my house to my daughter.  To avoid inheritance tax, I gave my house to my daughter.  To avoid inheritance tax, I gave my house to my daughter.  
Sadly she died.  Her husband inherited the house.  When he Sadly she died.  Her husband inherited the house.  When he Sadly she died.  Her husband inherited the house.  When he Sadly she died.  Her husband inherited the house.  When he 
remarried he had me evicted..remarried he had me evicted..remarried he had me evicted..remarried he had me evicted..    

BBBBuuuutttt    tttthhhheeeennnn    yyyyoooouuuu    wwwwoooouuuulllldddd    nnnnooootttt    hhhhaaaavvvveeee    mmmmeeeetttt    
me my lover.me my lover.me my lover.me my lover.    



     

 

I know I know I know I know cider is made of crushed apples, but I cider is made of crushed apples, but I cider is made of crushed apples, but I cider is made of crushed apples, but I 
don’t think it counts as one of the five fruit or don’t think it counts as one of the five fruit or don’t think it counts as one of the five fruit or don’t think it counts as one of the five fruit or 
vegetables.vegetables.vegetables.vegetables.    



 

 

I was driving along and the car hit my boss.I was driving along and the car hit my boss.I was driving along and the car hit my boss.I was driving along and the car hit my boss.    

How did the How did the How did the How did the 
branch get stuck branch get stuck branch get stuck branch get stuck 
under the wheelunder the wheelunder the wheelunder the wheel    

He was running He was running He was running He was running 
away through the away through the away through the away through the 
parkparkparkpark    



 

The court will hear that in a fit of madness, The court will hear that in a fit of madness, The court will hear that in a fit of madness, The court will hear that in a fit of madness, 
my client completely lost mental controlmy client completely lost mental controlmy client completely lost mental controlmy client completely lost mental control    and and and and 
ran over the unfortunate ran over the unfortunate ran over the unfortunate ran over the unfortunate     Mr Makemwork.Mr Makemwork.Mr Makemwork.Mr Makemwork.    

My client  normally is well balanced, and My client  normally is well balanced, and My client  normally is well balanced, and My client  normally is well balanced, and 
suffered a temporary breakdsuffered a temporary breakdsuffered a temporary breakdsuffered a temporary breakdown.own.own.own.    

It is It is It is It is not quite true.  I’ve not quite true.  I’ve not quite true.  I’ve not quite true.  I’ve 
dreamed of it for twenty dreamed of it for twenty dreamed of it for twenty dreamed of it for twenty 
yearsyearsyearsyears    



 

 

 

 

We need to keep 
contact with the 
young however 
difficult this may 
be. 

 

 

Sandra Harris found my IP address and put in a Sandra Harris found my IP address and put in a Sandra Harris found my IP address and put in a Sandra Harris found my IP address and put in a 
Trojan in my twitter site.  She mirrored my site and Trojan in my twitter site.  She mirrored my site and Trojan in my twitter site.  She mirrored my site and Trojan in my twitter site.  She mirrored my site and 
said I hate Michael Swanson.  I think Michael is said I hate Michael Swanson.  I think Michael is said I hate Michael Swanson.  I think Michael is said I hate Michael Swanson.  I think Michael is 
fabulous.  What can I do?fabulous.  What can I do?fabulous.  What can I do?fabulous.  What can I do?    



 

 

 

 

Harry decides to 
start filling his time  
in the garden.  This 
gives him fresh air 
and time and place 
to play with his 
grand-daughter 

           

Dad, don’t even think about it.Dad, don’t even think about it.Dad, don’t even think about it.Dad, don’t even think about it.    

You can do it GYou can do it GYou can do it GYou can do it Grandrandrandrand----dad.  dad.  dad.  dad.  
I’ve seen it on the TV.I’ve seen it on the TV.I’ve seen it on the TV.I’ve seen it on the TV.    



 

The ball did go into the goal we The ball did go into the goal we The ball did go into the goal we The ball did go into the goal we 
were defending in the first half.were defending in the first half.were defending in the first half.were defending in the first half.    

But this is the second half. We But this is the second half. We But this is the second half. We But this is the second half. We 
scored, we are wscored, we are wscored, we are wscored, we are winning.inning.inning.inning.    The pitch might slope a little.  The pitch might slope a little.  The pitch might slope a little.  The pitch might slope a little.  

There might be a wind There might be a wind There might be a wind There might be a wind 
advantage to one side.  The advantage to one side.  The advantage to one side.  The advantage to one side.  The 
sun might be shining in one sun might be shining in one sun might be shining in one sun might be shining in one 
side’s eyes.  To make it fair side’s eyes.  To make it fair side’s eyes.  To make it fair side’s eyes.  To make it fair 
they swap round at half time.they swap round at half time.they swap round at half time.they swap round at half time.    



So when do rich people So when do rich people So when do rich people So when do rich people 
get the chance to beg in get the chance to beg in get the chance to beg in get the chance to beg in 
the streets  and sleep the streets  and sleep the streets  and sleep the streets  and sleep 
under bridges?under bridges?under bridges?under bridges?    



                                    

He is homeless and He is homeless and He is homeless and He is homeless and 
selling the Big issue.  We selling the Big issue.  We selling the Big issue.  We selling the Big issue.  We 
used to have a system used to have a system used to have a system used to have a system 
that built 200,000 that built 200,000 that built 200,000 that built 200,000 
council houses a year.council houses a year.council houses a year.council houses a year.    

Then it was modernised.Then it was modernised.Then it was modernised.Then it was modernised.    



 

 

He is busking to earn He is busking to earn He is busking to earn He is busking to earn 
money while he is a money while he is a money while he is a money while he is a 
student.  We used to have student.  We used to have student.  We used to have student.  We used to have 
a free education system a free education system a free education system a free education system 
with grants.  with grants.  with grants.  with grants.      

It was modernised.It was modernised.It was modernised.It was modernised.    



 

                                 

We had a system that We had a system that We had a system that We had a system that 
gave free dental gave free dental gave free dental gave free dental 
treatment under the NHS.  treatment under the NHS.  treatment under the NHS.  treatment under the NHS.  

It was modernised.It was modernised.It was modernised.It was modernised.    



 

Why did they modernise Doug?Why did they modernise Doug?Why did they modernise Doug?Why did they modernise Doug?    



 

      

   

I can’t sit here anymore.  My I can’t sit here anymore.  My I can’t sit here anymore.  My I can’t sit here anymore.  My 
buttocks have gone to sleep.buttocks have gone to sleep.buttocks have gone to sleep.buttocks have gone to sleep.    

I know I heard I know I heard I know I heard I know I heard 
them give a little them give a little them give a little them give a little 
snore.snore.snore.snore.    

Why don’t you do Why don’t you do Why don’t you do Why don’t you do 
some weeding? some weeding? some weeding? some weeding?     



 

   

 

 

 

Harry likes gardening, but he 
is not very good at it. It keeps 
him fit and in the open air 
and there is always the good 
feeling of creating something 
with your bare hands.  Hilda 

is happy until she sees just how bad he is. 

I have found a fail safe way of I have found a fail safe way of I have found a fail safe way of I have found a fail safe way of 
finding out what is a weed finding out what is a weed finding out what is a weed finding out what is a weed 
and what is a precious flower.and what is a precious flower.and what is a precious flower.and what is a precious flower.    

You give the plant a pull.  You give the plant a pull.  You give the plant a pull.  You give the plant a pull.  
Weeds are the ones that stay Weeds are the ones that stay Weeds are the ones that stay Weeds are the ones that stay 
stuck solidly in the ground stuck solidly in the ground stuck solidly in the ground stuck solidly in the ground 
while the expensive plants are while the expensive plants are while the expensive plants are while the expensive plants are 
the ones that pull out easily.the ones that pull out easily.the ones that pull out easily.the ones that pull out easily.    



 

 

 

The key to good The key to good The key to good The key to good 
gardening is proper gardening is proper gardening is proper gardening is proper 
application of water.application of water.application of water.application of water.    

Yes and most of it Yes and most of it Yes and most of it Yes and most of it 
is perspirationis perspirationis perspirationis perspiration    



 

 

Two spade depths she Two spade depths she Two spade depths she Two spade depths she 
asked for and two spade asked for and two spade asked for and two spade asked for and two spade 
depths she will get.depths she will get.depths she will get.depths she will get.    



 

 

So Hilda burst into tears, and refused to speak to 
Harry for a week.   

After this time she banished him from the garden.   

Harry had to look round for other ways to fill in his 
time. 

When he learned that the sculptor Rodin was 
sculpting into his seventies he decided to become a 
world famous sculptor. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I hope he knows I hope he knows I hope he knows I hope he knows 
what he is doingwhat he is doingwhat he is doingwhat he is doing    

OK, now don’t move OK, now don’t move OK, now don’t move OK, now don’t move 
a muscle!a muscle!a muscle!a muscle!    



 

 

It did not take Harry long to realise that granite is a 
very hard material, that wood chisels need a lot of 
sharpening, and that his ever loving daughter  has an 
astonishingly impressive vocabulary and a very short 
patience threshold.  Harry needs a new different 
challenge.   

He tries the University of the third age.  As Penny says 
your brain is like a muscle, if it is not exercised it will 
wither. 

 



 

 

 

 

It is a good idea to look at the level of any course. 

These are the formulas for the Schwarzschild metric according These are the formulas for the Schwarzschild metric according These are the formulas for the Schwarzschild metric according These are the formulas for the Schwarzschild metric according 
to wiki.  These equationto wiki.  These equationto wiki.  These equationto wiki.  These equations apply to the dynamics of the black hole.s apply to the dynamics of the black hole.s apply to the dynamics of the black hole.s apply to the dynamics of the black hole.    

So far so obvious, but if we consider the quantum effects it will So far so obvious, but if we consider the quantum effects it will So far so obvious, but if we consider the quantum effects it will So far so obvious, but if we consider the quantum effects it will 
get more complex.  We will look at that next week.get more complex.  We will look at that next week.get more complex.  We will look at that next week.get more complex.  We will look at that next week.    



He also tried rock climbing. 

                                                      

 

Well Well Well Well done, now bring your done, now bring your done, now bring your done, now bring your 
right leg over to the wide right leg over to the wide right leg over to the wide right leg over to the wide 
ledge by your left hand.ledge by your left hand.ledge by your left hand.ledge by your left hand.    



                                                He also tried foreign travel. 

 

Now I know how Now I know how Now I know how Now I know how 
the canary feltthe canary feltthe canary feltthe canary felt    

Who shall we send down Who shall we send down Who shall we send down Who shall we send down 
first.    Harry.first.    Harry.first.    Harry.first.    Harry.    



He  tried long distance swimming 

     

The people on the boat have The people on the boat have The people on the boat have The people on the boat have 
been saying “just a bit more been saying “just a bit more been saying “just a bit more been saying “just a bit more 
“for days.“for days.“for days.“for days.    

This really doesn’t look like This really doesn’t look like This really doesn’t look like This really doesn’t look like 
CalaisCalaisCalaisCalais    



 

    

 

             

Well if Well if Well if Well if they roll forwards they they roll forwards they they roll forwards they they roll forwards they 
would still be in the boat.would still be in the boat.would still be in the boat.would still be in the boat.    

Do you know why Do you know why Do you know why Do you know why 
divers roll backwards divers roll backwards divers roll backwards divers roll backwards 
into the water?into the water?into the water?into the water?    



        

 

             

What is Spanish What is Spanish What is Spanish What is Spanish for  help mefor  help mefor  help mefor  help me    a clam a clam a clam a clam 
has got my foot?has got my foot?has got my foot?has got my foot?    



            

 

Well I have written the Spanish Well I have written the Spanish Well I have written the Spanish Well I have written the Spanish 
as you wanted, but I am not as you wanted, but I am not as you wanted, but I am not as you wanted, but I am not 
convinced you are in class 3b.convinced you are in class 3b.convinced you are in class 3b.convinced you are in class 3b.    



 

Do you want a cup of tea, Harry?Do you want a cup of tea, Harry?Do you want a cup of tea, Harry?Do you want a cup of tea, Harry?    

Yes please love.Yes please love.Yes please love.Yes please love.    

I would prefer the I would prefer the I would prefer the I would prefer the 
opening sentence to opening sentence to opening sentence to opening sentence to 
my first novel.my first novel.my first novel.my first novel.    



 

Why are they attacking a cat?Why are they attacking a cat?Why are they attacking a cat?Why are they attacking a cat?    

PerhapsPerhapsPerhapsPerhaps    you should you should you should you should 
start with a simpler start with a simpler start with a simpler start with a simpler 
instrument?instrument?instrument?instrument?    

Like a triangleLike a triangleLike a triangleLike a triangle    

Do you want a bun for your elephant Do you want a bun for your elephant Do you want a bun for your elephant Do you want a bun for your elephant 

Are you sure there is only one?Are you sure there is only one?Are you sure there is only one?Are you sure there is only one?    



 

 

At last Harry 
had found 
something that 
kept him quiet 
and that he 
enjoyed.   

He was going 
to write a cartoon 
book about getting 
old and retiring 

 

 


